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—“that thy way may be known upon earth,

VOL,. IV.

thy

saving health among all nations.”

GAMBIER, OHIO, FRIDAY, JULY 25, 1834.
ther it hold the plough, or grasp the sceptre, whether it be
seated at the table or stand behind the cliaif,—Vibtije is Hon
or.—J. A. James.

NO. 45.

zens, as having done more to advance the secular
interests of the place where he resided, than any
GEORGE W. MYERS, PRINTER.
other individual in the same time; and who, though
IV. Paul had three wishes and they were all about Christ. too much devoted to the world while health and
From the Episcopal Recorder.
that he might be found in Christ;—that he might be with prosperity attended him, was yet, in the hour of af
THE KARENS.
fliction, enabled to see and renounce his error;—
Christ;—that he might magnify Christ.—Anon.
The Karens are a distinct nation, inhabiting the mountains
was brought to realize, how vastly superior are the
in the interior and northern parts of Burmah. They are not
V. The mind, however cultivated anj adorned with intel claims of a future and eternal state of existence,
idolaters. They believe in one eternal God who created all lectual and moral accomplishments, when destitute of religion,
over those of this transitory life;—was induced
things; and according to their tradition, which has been care 
fully handed down in a song, they say he gave them a tree of resembles a splendid but uninhabited mansion; it looks dreary to seek reconciliation to his offended God, through
trial; of which men ate; that then God gave them over to and comfortless, tends to decay, and exdtes the pity of those the atpning blood and righteousness of a Redeem
the devil, whom they have ever since worshipped, not from who behold it.— Toplady.
er,—and was enabled to find in the religion of Je
love, but fear.
VI. The hope of heaven, which supports under the ills of sus Christ, that consolation which can be deriv
It is very remarkable, that these people, when discovered by
the Baptist missionaries, had in their possession a copy of the this wintry life, and soothes the sorrowfd bosom, purifies the ed from no other source,—that peace which the
English I’rayer-book, which they kept with great care, and heart which it warms, as the object of that lope is pure.— Waugh. world cannot give. A hope of its exerting a re
ligious influence on the minds of the friends and
regarded as sacred, and that a tradition had long existed among
VII. Had our heavenly Father intended this world for numerous acquaintances ot the deceased, and per
them that white foreigners would come to explain it to them.
Many of them have now received the Gospel, preached to his children’s portion, their accommoditions would be better, haps remotely on many others, is also a strong
them through interpreters, and their language will soon be re but they are strangers and pilgrims travelling to their distant
inducement to its publication. To the Christian
duced to writing, by Mr. Wade, one of the Baptist missiona
home. They must expect traveller's fav, and the mean en public no apology will be necessary for furnishing
ries.
tertainment which they meet with by tie way, is intended to another example of the power of divine grace, in
THE QUEST OF THE KAREN.
make home more desirable, and to urg; them forward with comforting the heatt in affliction—in destroying
by n. iv. cusbmak.
greater^peetk—
the fear of death, and opening to the mental eye
Lo! on a mount that Burmah rears
the
prospect of a blissful immortality beyond the
To greet the morn in eastern skies,
BIOGRAPHST.
grave. But should any of a different character be
A sable son of Shem appears,
_____________________________________________________
disposed to censure the publication, and deem the
And westward turns his longing ejes.
For the Gambier Observer.
hope of its usefulness fallacious and futile, we can
No sacrifice the man prepares,
AN INFIDEL RECLAIMED.
assure them, that abundant experience, in regard to
For gods of stone, or gods of gold;
But, near his heart, he fondly beais
A Sketch of the Life and Character of Col. Lucius D. Mower works of a similar character, proves it not an un
A book, in many a careful fold.
reasonable one. In the narrative part of our
of Granville, Oho.
friend’s life we shall be very brief. He was horn
That book contains the words of prayer,
Newark, July 12, 183k
And tells of Christ for sinners slain-.
in the town of Barre, Mass, in March, 1793.—
Mr. Editor,—I herewith send you a* ‘Sketch” of the life
But he has no interpreter,
When about two years old, his father, a respecta
and character of a reclaimed infidel. It hasbeen compiled by
To make its mystic pages plain.
ble farmer and mechanic, removed with his family
one of my parishioners and just neatly printed for the use of to Vermont, and settled in Westford, County of
But he has heard of k°ly men,
friends and those who well knew Mr. Mower »imself. It is Chittenden. Here they continued to reside about
Who yet should coi*c> and pour a ray
Upon the soul of die Karen:
well understood by all such, that when Mr. M. Jays “ Tell S. eighteen years, which included the period of his
And turn his d^kness into day.
and F. to be good Christians. 1 am not able to write them, education. In regard to this, the opportunities
The tiding'sPread, “They’re come, they’re come!”
but say to them—whatever influence 1 may have had with afforded by a common country school, were well
“Thev sMnd on western shores afar!
them on religious subjects I am now convinced I was wrong, and improved by him. But as these are generally
With funding joy he leaves his home,
in my heart pray that they will no longer trust to ny false confined to the elementary branches, his acquire
,Ynd hastes the word of life to share.
reasonings. I wish all my friends to understand the satfee”— ments extended no further than a good practical
before him lies the lengthening plain;
he refers to the acknowledged influence he had always exerted knowledge of Arithmetic, Geography, and Eng
Before him rolls the swelling flood;
And on him falls the ceaseless ram;
against the religion of Jesus.—I look upon the case as one of lish Grammar. In the year 1812 his father remov
And near him tigers thirst for blood.
peculiar interest, and if those infidels who once knew him are ed his family to the State of Ohio, purchased a
still such, they verify the declaration of our Saviour—* If they farm, and settled in Granville, County of Licking.
But tiger’s howl affrights him not:
In about two years from that time he came of
The wilderness, the swelling flood,
believe not Moses and the prophets, neither would they be
And falling storms, are all forgot:
persuaded though one rose from the dead.' The warning of age, and having no resources but his own hands,
He hastes to seek the unknown God.
Mr. Mower is, as it were, from the grave. As much of the commenced business at the carpenter and joiner’s
trade, some knowledge of which he had acquired
And shall he, with no Bible given
Sketch as you think proper to publish, I should be glad to see
To cheer his path, go home again f
by working occasionally with his father, who was
in the columns of the Observer. O! what multitudes re
Forbid it, love! forbid it, Heaven.
of that occupation. The energy and ability with
We’ll haste to bless the dark Karen.
nounce infidelity on the bed of death! Was it ever known that
which he prosecuted his labors, in a short time
a Christian renounced his religion there!
secured to him a choice of business in his line.
Your Brother in the Ministry,
Geo. Denison.
thoughts for the week.
Within three years after coming of age he was
engaged in the erection of a forge for the manu
.
/ftc wise are as gwb, and as nails fastened to the masters
myrdSo/assemb^whiaiare given from one shepherd."
The following ‘extract of a sermon,’ is pub facture of bar iron, ot which he became manager
lished by the friends of Col. Mower for their and part owner.—From this, in a tew years he
For the Gambier Observer.
own use, and is expected to be circulated and succeeded to the management of the Granville
NUMBER VII.
read principally among those who were generally Furnace, of which he subsequently became prin
Strive to preserve a praying mind through the day; not acquainted with the circumstances of his life and cipal owner.
at the usual and stated periods, but every where, at all death. But, as it may probably fall into the
In the close of the year 1821 he was enabled
. and in all companies. This is your best preservative hands of some who have no knowledge of the to purchase a handsome assortment of goods,
,’st error, weakness and sin. Pray, and watch; for if the deceased, it seemed proper, and in a manner ne with which he commenced the mercantile business.
be willing, the flesh is deplorably weak.-i. Richmond cessary, in order to explain some circumstances, In April, 1823, he was married to Miss Lucv
The Bible must be our sole guide, in seeking an ac- alluded to in the discourse, that a sketch of his Munson, of Granville. The connection proved a
happy and agreeable one, but they had no chil
itance with Divine truth. The sun is seen only by his life and character should accompany it.
Some of his connections were also desirous ot dren. He continued in the mercantile business
li’ht; and God is known only by his own revelation.transmitting to their children, and posterity, some to the time of his death. His integrity and fair
brief account of a respected relative, whose career ness in dealing, secured the confidence of all with
in life though short, has been uncommonly active whom he transacted business. His operations
and successful; who is regarded by his fellow citi- were, from time to time extended, and greatly
ad in the garb of poverty, or the robe of affluence; whe
REV. M. T. C. WING, EDITOR.

♦
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enlarged as facilities for business increased; but ed. Intending to go by the way of Richmond, had made up my mind some time previous that
about a year before his death, on account of the he procured a passage with an acquaintance who such must be the case, and settled my temporal
failure of health, and threatened difficulties in the was going tha; way in an easy carriage, tor the affairs as far as I could do so, by making my last
money market, he thought best to curtail them first few days Lis strength improved. Soon, how will, being ail I could do in aland far distant from
ever, his complaint increased again, and he was my home. I sincerely-regret that you could not
■considerably.
The account of his business concerns may be obliged to stop by the way. After resting a few have been present that I might have consulted
concluded, by stating that at the time of his death days he felt semewhat relieved, and taking an you particularly with regard to yourself. Having
his property amounted to about forty thousand accommodation stage proceeded to Baltimore.— performed this duty, and taken some time to re
There he continued about two weeks, and then flect, I found myself like a ship at sea, without
dollars.
If it be enquired to what cause his success in took passage bf water to Savannah. At that a helm; subject to the mercy of the winds. That
life is to be attributed ? the prominent points in his place he arrived in a few days—his health a little dea than deternity must soon be my fate, was clear,
character afford a ready answer. Decision, firm improved on the passage. From there to St. for I had yielded every hope of recovery—I had
ness of purpose, and vigor of mind he possessed Augustine, he travelled principally by land and surrendered all my temporal concerns, and being
in a degree seldom equalled. While yet a boy, found the journey extremely fatigueing. He ar far distant from friends and home, and the scene
his labors on the farm were remarkably efficient rived at the latter place greatly exhausted, about of my business and interests, it enabled me in
and well applied. From fifteen to twenty-five the 20th of December. For a short time he part to forget the cares of the world. I then re
years of age, he performed an amount of personal seemed to derive some benefit from the mild cli- flected on my former life and principles. I never
labor seldom equalled. After that period he was mate’and pure air of the place. His cough abat doubted the existence of a God, and that he
more engaged in superintending the labors of ed, and while he was able to walk out, the fra was great and good. I then examined my own
others, but still continued a course of persevering grance of the orange groves and the variety of situation, and found that my life would not bear
industry and untiring vigilance. I he force and company he met, revived his spirits and excited the Christian test; and in comparing the balance
extent of his capacity (as is generally the case) some fallacious hopes. But they were of short sheet between me and my God, 1 found an awful
was chiefly manifested in those departments of duration. His disease soon returned with renew balance against me ! and that I could never think
ed force, and about the middle of January, his of settling by my own merits. 1 have sinned
business in which he particularly engaged.
Although destitute of a mercantile education, strength was so much reduced that he could no greatly and against light, and therefore find it
on engaging in that business he soon acquired an longer walk out, and he was confined to his room. necessary to seek pardon through the mercy of
extended and intimate knowledge of commercial On the 22d he wiote to his brother in Granville to God and the sacrifice made by Jesus Christ for
concerns, such as few men in the country exceed. coine on to his assistance—still faintly hoping to the atonement of sin. It has been a dark and
During several of his latter years, he enjoyed more be able to meet him in Charleston, S. C. There trying time with me. lam not free from doubts
leisure hours than formerly, many of which were was, however, no intermission to his disease, and and fears. I floubt not the willingness of God
devoted to reading ; Politics, History, and works his strength continued to decline. He was con to pardon, but I have doubts and fears of my
of genius, chiefly engaged his attention. With vinced that his recovery was not to be expected, own motives—I fear they are selfish—I know they
the former he acquired so thorough an acquain and that his mortal existence was drawing nearer are so more or less. But I pray to God to divest
tance as to be able to foresee and point out the its close. On the last day of January he exe me of every selfish consideration, and that I may
operation and bearing of all the great leading cuted his last w 11, and arranged all his worldly feel willing and desirous to worship him through
measures of Government with the sagacity of a concerns in the lest manner he was able. From Jesus Christ, for his sake and not mine. For this
statesman. Among the latter, Shakespeare and about this time he seems to have turned his state of feeling I am now striving. I am convinc
Scott were his favorite authors. The genius of thoughts on that future state of existence upon ed that a death bed is not calculated to afford
Shakespeare be highly appreciated, and would which it now seened evident he soon must enter. the clearest satisfaction to a penitent sinner. The
occasionally descant upon his writings with ex Very little, however, is known as to the com period of health and strength both of body and
pressions of the warmest admiration. Some ac mencement and piogress of his religious impres mind is the time when the soul should turn to its
count of his religious views, and the closing scenes sions and views, b.'yond what is stated in the letter God and Creator. At such a time the penitent
of his life will finish our remarks.
to his wife, of whch an extract is annexed.
has the most satisfactory reasons to hope and be
His parents were religious, and no doubt early
There are several clergymen resident at St. lieve that his repentance springs from the pure
directed his attention to the truths of revelation. Augustine, and ethers were there at the time love of God. 3ut while on the bed of sickness,
But these appear to have made but little impres amongst the invalds, who had resorted there for the fear of punishment may be the paramount
sion on his mind, or were soon forgotten. He be health. It is understood that one of these first consideration. Deeply and solemnly impressed
came a thoroughly worldly man, and was general suggested to him the importance of being pre with these truths I avail myself of my last moments
ly regarded as an infidel, or at least as tinctured pared for a future state of existence—that he re to advise my dear wife to seek God. in her better
with scepticism. He had read some infidel works plied that he knew not that he required »»y fur days 5 and while she has strength of mind and
and had witnessed some dissentions and difficul ther preparation—-out soon relented, and his feel body to worship Him in spirit and in truth. It
ties at different times in the churches where he ings softened until tears flowed from his eyes. is possible that my opposition to religion has been
resided—one of which was protracted for several After this he was free and open for religious con some restraint upon you, and prevented you in
years, and prosecuted with great bitterness.— versation w’th all who called on him for the pur some measure from seeking it. If so, I trust it
These no doubt had an influence in prejudicing pose. A 'ew days before his death he received will be so no longer; for I assure you it would
his mind against Christianity, and leading him to the rite ofbaptism, and also the sacrament of the give me great pleasure to hear ft at you had em
doubt its divine authenticity. Yet in several in holy communion, at the hands of the Rev. Da braced the cause of Christ. Tel’, [my sisters]
stances he assisted in the support of clergymen, vid Brovn, minister of the Protestant Episcopal S-------- and F--------- to be good Christians. I am
and always, when requested, subscribed liberally Church, in St. Augustine.
not able to write to them, but say to them—what
His letter to his brother before mentioned, was ever influence I may have had with them on reli
for the building of churches in his own village.
Some have remarked, that he more frequently not received till the 11th of February. His wife gious subjects, I am now convinced I was wrong,
expressed himself with harshness against Chris and brother immediately set out to go to him, but and in my heart pray that they will no longer
tians for their improper conduct, than against re their progress being retarded by bad roads and trust to my false reasoning. I wish all my friends
ligion itself. For several years his health had other causes, they did not reach Charleston till the to understand the same.
*
******
been precarious and rather declining. In No 1st of March, when they received the news of his
vember, 1830, he suffered a severe attack of in death. The letter to his wife, of which an ex
Present my best love to all our family, and tell
flammation of the lungs, supervening on billious fe tract is annexed, was dated the 13th of February. them to love and serve their God in the days of
ver, producing the disease called by physicians, The last which he dictated was to his brother on prosperity, and they may rest assured that he will
billious pneumonia. He was not, however, con the 17th of that month. These, with what is not desert them in the days of their affliction.
fined by it; the force of the disease was subdued stated in the sermon, contain an account suffi
Sincerely and affectionately yours,
L. D. MOWER.
in a few days, and in less than three weeks he ciently full and explicit, of the last acts, words
was about again on business. Although he af and feelings, of our deceased friend.
terwards enjoyed apparent good health at inter
He expired on the I9th of February, A.D. 1834.
EXTRACT OF A LETTER TO HIS BROTHER.
vals lor months together; yet it is believed that
St, Augustine, Feb. Vith, 1834.
his constitution never fully recovered from this
EXTRACT OF A LETTER TO HIS WIFE.
My Dear Brother:—I avail myself of the kind
shock. A troublesome cough, symptoms of’dysiSY, Augustine, Feb. Vith, 1834.
services of my friend, Dr. B. J. Semmes, of Ma
pepsia and diseased liver, continued to recur on
My Dear Wife:—Having, through the polite ryland, who is an invalid, boarding in the same
him every few months with more or less severity.
During the summer of 1833, he had made up ness of a very kind friend, Dr. J. B. Seinmes, of house with me, to bid you a last farewell in this
his mind, by the h/vice of physicians and friends, Maryland, who is an invalid here, some one to co world, but trust we shall meet again in that world
to spend the following winter at the South. But py these lines which lam scarce able to scratch where troubles and care cease to afflict those who
a return of his complaint in August, which prov with a pencil, I embrace this opportunity, afforded die in the faith of the Lord Jesus Christ! When
ed more debilitating and protracted than usual, bv the temporary absence of pain, to write to you. I wrote to you some time since, I then expected
I shall not disguise by real situation. My phy to have the pleasure of seeing you once more.
rendered him unable to leave home till the last of
October. On reflection it is rather surprising sician at my request, some three weeks since, But from present feelings it is otherwise decreed
that he would go or that his friends would suffer informed me that there was no chance for me to by an allwise and merciful God, to whose divine
him to go, without an attendant. But though recover from my disease, and that a few months, will I humbly submit, therefore address you by
feeble at the time he was rather gaining strength; perhaps a few weeks would close my earthly letter.
Some few days since I addressed a letter to my
travelling had commonly|proved beneficial to him, career.
I was not surprised at this information, for I beloved wife, relative to the great change my mind
and hopes of his recovery and return predominat
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has undergone on religious subjects. To that and firm belief of the gospel, he desired to be
His faith led him into the household of
etter I refer you as expressive of my real views admitted into the household of faith in the use dience.
faith, which is the kingdom of God on earth
and principles. I am now convinced of the truth of the ordinance divinely appointed. This desire
the divinely appointed way. Through
and excellence of revealed religion; and all my was complied with and he found rest to his soul. through
this way he entered with the humility of a child
hopes of eternal salvation rest upon the mercy In accordance with the promise of God, the com and with the understanding of a man. It was
of God and the mediation of the Saviour of man forting influences of the spirit were richly poured there and in the use of the prescribed means,
kind. Oh my dear brother, be warned by my into his soul, and he was at peace. lie obeyed trusting in the promises of God, that his soul
fate—cut off in the meridian of life in a distant the command of Christ to his disciples, to com- was fully imbued wuth that heavenly grace without
land
far from home. and friends,- and at ..........
a time
,
- memorate his dying love and thenceforth he went which all others are nothing w’orth. He was in
w ien my worldly riches were abundant—to pre- on his way rejoicing. Fearing no evil, with a perfect charity with all mankind. He had found
pare in time for that awful change which must firm and a joyous spirit, he approached the dark that "golden key which opens the palace of eter
soon take place ! Do not devote too much time valley of the shadow of death as the short vista nity;” and he said what none of us, I trust, who
to the world and the world’s riches, but be a true, leading to a bright region beyond of light and heard, will ever forget; "O that my last enemy
faithful and humble servant of vour God. You bliss ineffable and eternal. Ah, my friends happy were here that I might bless him.”
now fill a most responsible station. Many nrp should I be, and thrice happy would it be for you
So died this stranger, whose mortal remains we
dependant on you, and you ought to curb your j all, could I fully and effectually represent to you are now to consign to the earth to await the dawn
ambition, and your desire for worldly riches ; and I the force and meaning of that confession of Christ ing of the resurrection morn.
be careful of your health in order that you may as it breathed forth from the blanching and tremb
“ Let me die the death of the righteous, and let
fulfil the duty of protector to those under your ling lips of that dying stranger.—Could I bring my last end be like his."
charge. I have left my trunk, money, and all my up the scene before your eyes, as it was witnessed T<CT?—WC Bill ■■I1IMH ■EMWSWTOMBWWMiIII■■ »I—■—) !■ ■ I—I MB—— IMW 11 Mil
worldly goods, in the possession of a kind and by mine, and the few others who will never for
SCENES IN REAL LIFE.
excellent friend, Mr. Thomas Douglass, of this get it; and could your ears receive those sounds
place, who has been very attentive to me, and I from lips so soon to be silent forever, as mine and
ESCAPE FROM THE INQUISITION.
should do injustice to my feelings if I did not in theirs received them, there would be little occa
[concluded.]
form you, that though in a land of strangers, I sion for me to urge your cultivation of that faith
The next morning he was in the garden which
have kind and good friends, who have watched by which alone can overcome the world, and invest lay beneath the window of Estevan. He had
and attended to me in my extremity, and endea the usually horrid features of the messenger of worked there a hundred times without suspecting
vored, as far as they could, to smooth my passage death with the charms of an angel of light and he was so near his unfortunate master. The gar
to the grave ! Once more, my dear brother, fare love. In his tears, and tones, and manner, you dener was accustomed to see him there, and ne
well ! Farewell to all my friendg—particularly would have been assured that the light of the sun ver interfered with any work that he did. He
my beloved wife and aged parents. I shall never of righteousness had indeed shone into his heart knew that father Juan was his protector, and that
see them more, but humbly resign myself to the to disperse the darkness which, to the eye of was enough. This gardener was a man of above
flesh might seem to be gathering around his dying sixty years, who was extravagantly fond of bran
will of Almighty God.
couch to overwhelm him with eternal night.—O, dy, and Zamora took care that he should not
Yours, most affectionately,
how changed! with trepidation and alarm, he had want his favorite liquor. He had by his good
L. D. MOWER.
fled too late from his home and his friends, to natured attentions, rendered himselfequally agree
evade if possible the shaft of the fell destroyer; able to the wife, so that Zamora was like to the
EXTRACT OF A SERMON,
and now with unshaken fortitude,—nay, with joy— master of the house. It was necessary to pass
Hy the Rev. David Brown, Episcopal Missionary at St. Au
he bares his bosom to receive it! He felt that to through this house in order to enter the garden
gustine.
John xvi. 33. In the world ye shall have tribulation; but die was gain. To his renovated vision, the late from the street, into which the outer door opened.
monster of all his fears came forth to meet him, None but persons belonging to the inquisition were
be of good cheer, I have overcome the world.”
* * * * Every mind is forced to think at clothed in robes of loveliness and beauty. Is there permitted to enter there. The confidence of the
times with unmingled pain on the condition of hu here still any stubborn heart, any unawakened gardener, the good will of his wife, and the liber
man life. A pilgrimage it is through a dreary conscience, whispering its possessor, “ it tvas the ty which was necessary for the performance of
waste, with here and there a green spot, appa subjugation of an enfeebled spirit or of a stricken his work, had enabled Zamora to obtain a key of
rently designed alone to make the general waste heart ? O, my friends, be not so deceived. In their door. By day or by night, at any hour he
appear in all the horror of its native dreariness. that dying chamber there were intellects as strong, pleased, he could enter the garden unnoticed, and
And what is the termination of this pilgrimage and hearts as sound as thine, and they will bear this had been the case almost ever since he had
of pain? Look at that sable coffin and behold me out in assuring thee of the fallacy of that been in the house. Upon that day he employed
there the answer 1 A«d yet Jesus said to his dis suggestion. And they will unite their testimony himself in ascertaining which of the windows that
ciples, ‘ Let not yoi* heart be troubled”—“ Be to mine that the strong heart and the luminous opened into the garden belonged to the dungeon
of good cheer.” And through his rich grace, mind of Col. Mower had more of true strength, of his master. He had taken care to count the
the spirit which has fled from that lifeless body— and true light, when he bowed down his spirit at number of doors which opened into the gallery,
that clay-cold tabernacle—before it fled, learn the foot of the cross of Christ, and there found and by reckoning the number of windows, he flat
ed the deep meaning of those gracious and cheer- peae'e than they ever before had. While the fee tered himself that he had ascertained the right
ing words ; and that stricken heart was filled with ble body was growing more and more feeble, his one. However to remove all doubt he took a
;Oy_ His sun set at noon-day. He died among spirit was growing more and more strong.—As spade, and pretending to dress some beds of flow
the body was sinking into lifeless clay, ers, he whistled a plaintive air which is well known
strangers, and in a strange land. What kindness gradually
the mind was gradually elevating itselfto the con to the inhabitants of Mexico. He was not mista
and Christian charity could do to promote his com
templation of things more worthy of a disembo
fort, and to assuage his pains and his griefs, was died mind. Its thoughts were on things eternal ken. By reason of the silence which reigns in
done. But ah ! who can supply the place, at the and spiritual. It was sometimes filled with won the inquisition, the tune reached the ear of Este
side of the sick-bed of the long known and the der and often with regret that its thoughts had not van, who instantly made signal, by coughing with
long loved. Not one. Away from his kindred, been long before so employed. Remorse it had in, that he was sensible of the presence of his
he felt that he was a stranger. And though from suffered ; but by the tears of penitence its remorse faithful servant.
Secure on this point, Zamora devoted himself
the hands of kindness lie received much relief ful pangs had been assuaged, and the wounds they
from that feeling, he still felt that he was a stran had inflicted were healed by the balm of grace. for some days, to assist the servants whose duty it
was to convey their food to the prisoners in the
ger To the sick and sorrowing soul, a feeling,
In Christ Jesus he recognized him who has
oh how desolate! To you, my friends, whoso brought to light the knowledge of immortality. morning and evening. They at length became
used to his assistance that they fell into the
kindly attended and administered to his wants, In him he believed, and the portals of Heaven so
we offer you in behalf of humanity, and in behalf were opened to his eves of faith. So strongly habit of calling him whenever this duty was to be
of his absent surviving relatives, our thanks for was that blessed region illuminated to his vision performed. It was commonly done at noon and
six o’clock in the evening. Some of the guards
your Christian, kindness.-" May you die among by the radient beams of the gospel, as to enable always attended the servants ; but whatever may
your kindred.
him to overlook the mere dissolution of the body be the rigor of the internal discipline of the in
There are several here, to whom I need not as of no account, and to understand literally the quisition it happens here, as well as elsewhere,
he found a better comforter than the nearest blessed assurance, "he that believeth on me shall
that a duty frequently repeated at stated hours
and dearest earthly relative could have been,
never die.” Glorious assurance I triumphant vic is very apt to be performed negligently and with
was one who could say " peace to his agiUv
tory through the name of the crucified one!— remissness. By these means he had sometimes
soul It was one who could say with effect,
Be Even the horrors of the grave are dispelled ; and the opportunity of approaching Estevan, but the
of good cheer.” He did say to the rich and sor the hitherto faltering and feeble tongue can ex
rowing, "Come unto me and I will give you claim, “Death is swallowed up in victory! O season did not seem to him propitious to his
■ views, the days being still too long. He deter
rest
He obeyed and rest was found. Tn the death, where is thy sting, O grave, where is thy mined to wait patiently for the autumn, since the
triple armour of God, he fled to the banner of victory.”
darkness of the evenings would then better con
the cross and became more than conqueror! In
Thus faith in the Redeemer extracts the sting ceal their correspondence, fhe autumn arrived,
the simplicity of a child he entered the kingdom
of death, and tramples in triumph on the power and Zamora now formed hisinal resolution. He
o heaven in the way prescribed by its sovereign. of the grave. But let it never be forgotten, my therefore supplied himself with money, which
And there was vouchsafed to him a faith which
was necessary to forward hs enterprise, and to
could throw its vision through the darkness of friends, that as in the case of this departed stran provide against every accident.—At length one
Hpaib into the bright and shining illuminations of ger, that faith when true and enlightened not only evening, as he conveyed tc Estevan his supper
tamoitX No, with resignation only, but wt.h gives strength and cheerfulness to the heart hut
through the wicket, he coitrived adroitly to les
rapture h/looked forward into eternity. In full also to the conscience, the guiding light of obe
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the religious world. He was afterwards incum
fall a second billet. “ To morrow, at the same and here had their liberty secure in the asylum ofj bent of Nether Worton in Oxfordshire. He was
|
hour—caution." Pie next evening, at the hour his chamber.
“Oh, eternal Giver of all good! exclaimed ■ then inducted to the living of Chobham, and upon
of distribution he took care to be at hand. His
Estevan,
as he bent his knees betore the throne of Mr. Cecil’s retiring from St. John’s Chapel, he suc
comrades arranged the suppers of the prisoners
ceeded him as minister of that chapel in 1809.
upon plates in order to convey them to their cells. his God, “hear the prayer of thy unfortunate
Zamora took charge of the basket which contain creature; recompense my deliverer whom thy He was laid aside for a considerable time by
ed the portions of bread. They then set forward. mercies have enabled to achieve his daring reso alarming debility, but at length entered on the livIn going along one piece of bread fell from the lutions.” How shall I paint the transports, the ing of St. Mary’s Islington, where he continued
basket, or let us at east suppose that it fell.—Za overflowing ecstasy, the interrupted exclamations until 1832, when he was elevated to the Episcopacy, and deemed worthy to be a successor of He
mora picked it up, and placed it under his arm.— of the three friends?—Estevan was indebted to
His distribution then was made from door to door, one for the recovery of his liberty, and to the other ber. As a preacher Dr. Wilson is decidedly evan
and Zamora contrived to introduce through that for the security of his fortune. “ How, he would gelical, preaching the truth as it is in Jesus, and
of Estevan the piece of bread which he had pick cry out, every moment, “how have I deserved not shunning to declare the whole counsel of God.
ed up. He had substituted it by stealth in the such love? “Are you not my father!” replied His appearance in the pulpit was prepossessing
kitchen, for another piece which he had left there. Zamora; “Are you not an honest and injured and commanding. His figure and address are dig
This piece of bread which exactly resembled man?” .exclaimed the consul.—Again they em nified. His voice is powerful, melodious, and well
those distributed to the prisoners, had been pre braced, and mingled their tears together, lhus modulated. His action is chaste and appropriate.
pared at the house of the consul. It contained a passed the night. They listened with delight, to His style is masculine and unaffected, and his whole
file. He then allowed Estevan time sufficient to the detail of what Zamora had done in order to delivery highly animated and impressive. I doubt
avail himself of the invaluable present of the file. attain his hopes. What admirable address ! what not but his labors in Calcutta-and his extensive
The festival of Christmas approached, and this presence of mind! whatsecresy! what persever diocese will be attended with the Divine blessing:
was the season of which-Zamora had made choice ance ! He repeated his tale over a hundred times, but I must hasten to transcribe an extract from
but they seemed never to be tired of it. “But his sermon.
for his enterprise.
you, Estevan, how much you must haveendured !”
‘And here I would beg your attention to the
In those days, the friars, fatigued by their duties, “ From the day that I beheld Zamora,” he replied,
were accustomed to spend more time than usual “ hope resumed her station in my heart, and I authority of our Apostolic Reformed Church in
at table, in order to recruit their health and spirits, ceased to suffer. But why my arrest? what have sending out Ministers in the manner she is about
and were therefore more likely to pass their nights I done? what was my crime?” “Have not your to do, into the field of evangelical labor. The
in profound repose. The night then was long and judges informed you?” “No, not a syllable,” case is so simple that we have only to require a
dark, and Zamora took care to choose a time when “ No matter you are safe; forget your woes, for candid consideration.
1. ‘Thattht* Apostles had full authority over
there was no moon. On the night which preced get your enemies, they have suffered for their vil
ed the eve of Christmas day, Zamora cast into lainy. My exertions, in depriving your unwor all the Ministers and teachers of the primitive
Church has never been disputed.
his master’s cell a third billet: Ifyou are ready
thy host ofthe booty of which he had robbed you
2. ‘That during their lives, certain Ministers,
to-morrow after dinner, leaxie some wine in your and which he expected to secure by your destruc
bottle." The answer that he wished for was re tion, rendered him unable to recompense his equal Timothy and Titus, had an authority committed
to them by the Apostles for presiding over the
turned. This was on Christmas eve. Upon
ly detestable son.—This base accomplice avenged other Ministers of Ephesus and Crete, for ordain
the day of this festival, Zamora enjoyed a still
himself by paricide.—Flight snatched him from ing Presbyters or Elders in every city; for setting
greater facility of correspondence. At the hour
the sword of offended justice; he traversed Spain in order the things that were wanting; for decid
of distributing their suppers to the prisoners, the
and reached France, where new crime conducted ing matters of controversy; for receiving accusa
greater part of the servants, the guards, and the
him to the scaffold. At the moment of death he tions and exercising jurisdiction; for rebuking
alcade were still in church. Zamora then threw
declared the crime of which he and his father had heretics; apportioning maintenance; regulating
in his fourth and last billet:
morrow between
been guilty towards you. This declaration, pro the public prayers of the Church; repressing the
midnight and one o'clock, let dozen the cord, and get
perly authenticated, had just reached me: and inrtusion of women as teachers, and for watching
yozcrsclf ready i'
if heaven had not smiled upon Zamora, I would
How long did this appear to Zamora and his un have laid itbefore the grand inquisitor. But God and overseeing generally the flocks and the Min
isters of them, are facts as little to be doubted as
fortunate friend! The evening came. The rou in his wisdom has declared otherwise.”
any which are to bo deduced from the Apostolic
tine of duty being over, about six o’clock the
After the commotion, which their flight from writings.
grand inquisitor and the majority of the superior the inquisition had occasioned, was subsided, the
3. ‘ Further, that at the close of the sacred
members of the inquisition sat down to table.— consul privately despatched a vessel to Bordeaux;
The wine was not spared. At nine they separat where, after a prosperous voyage, Estevan and canon, the surviving Apostle St. John, (thirty
years after the death of most of the Apostles, and
ed, and in a half an hour more they were all pro Zamora safely landed.
when the churches had been long in a settled
foundly asleep. The alcade then said to Zamora,
state,) addressed the Chief Pastor in each of the
“ every body is asleep as you perceive ; there are
RELIGIOUS.
seven Asiatic Churches, as the overseer or super
no rounds to go to night; I will go.” “Well,”
intendent, presiding over the presbyters and peo
replied Zamora,I have promised to sup with
To the Editor of the Gambier Observer.
the gardener and his wife; if you please we will
Dear Sir,—In consequence of my having been ple; that is, that the same authority which St.
go out together.” Ja half an hour after the brofight dp in that ‘Church to which the Protestant Paul had commited to Timothy was possessed by
guards were all asleep. Zamora and the alcade Episcopal Church in these States is indebted, un his successor, the'Angel of the Church residing
then went out and each repaired to the place of der God, for her first foundation, and a long con at Ephesus when St. John wrote, (and so of the
his appointment. Zamora supped with the gar tinuance of nursing care and protection,’—I natu rest of the seven Churches,) cannot be reasonably
dener and his wife: he had supplied himself with rally feel interested in what concerns her, and re questioned.
excellent wine. Joy, laughter and songs height joice in her prosperity. In that church, Sir, are
4. ‘ It is confessed that in point of fact, for fif
ened the pleasure of the repast; ami at eleven to be found men who would be an ornament to teen centuries after the Apostles, no government
o’clock, thegardener leaned snoring upon the ta any church, to any society, to any country. As of the church obtained, but that which was ad
ble. The wife soon followed her lord’s example, the subject of Church Government is frequently ministered by Ministers who received, in direct
and Zamora was left alone.
a matter of discussion, I take this opportunity of succession from them, the right of superintend
The clock now struck twelve. Zamora extin sending you the following clear and comprehen ence and ordination, and who were called in the
guished the candies, and on tip-toe descended the sive statement respecting the Episcopal Govern age immediately following that of the Apostles by
stairs. He entered the garden ; it was perfectly ment. of the English Church, made by Bishop Wil the same name as that which distinguishes them
dark and rained violently. He first ran to dig up son in the first sermon preached by him at Calcut from Presbyters at present, that of Lpiscopi or
a rope ladder which he had concealed beneath a ta, and published by him at the request of his Bishops. To mention only the case ot the Apoc
bed of flowers. After some search he found it. clergy. It may not be out of course to observe, alyptic Churches, the Bishop of Smyrna, Ephe
He flew to the window: a slight whistle was the that Bishop \V ilson is a member of a family of dis sus, Philadelphia &c. are familiarly spoken of dur
signal. In a moment after he saw descend a thin senter;. veil known for their successful exertions ing the persecutions of the second and third cen
cord, which he had conveyed to Estevan. He in the cause of religion. By them he was brought turies, as possessing the same diocesan authority
seized it; fastened to it his ladder and then gave up and accustomed to attend the Tabernacle in as at the time of St. John. Ignatius again, the
to it a gentle pull.—With the utmost ecstasy he Moorfields, London, built by the celebrated Whit contemporary of that Apostle, who suffered mar
saw the ladder ascend. The agitation which he field. He_was originally intended for the mercan tyrdom about A. D. 107, speaks of the three ornow endured was most dreadful. Estevan appear tile profession, but having in early life changed i ders as essential to a Christian Church. Iremtus,
ed ; and a moment more gave him to the ecstatic his views, and determined to become a minister o^ ' who flourished in the second century, informs us
embrace of the delighted Zamora. They flew the Episcopal Church, he was placed under th i that his master Polycarp was made Bishop of the
across the garden, entered the street, and were care of the Rev. Josiah Pratt, where he made ra Church of Smyrna, by the Apostle. I need not
soon at a distance from the dreadful place, Zamo pid progress in the.usual branches of education speak of Tertullian, Cyprian, Chrysostom, Jerome,
ra, unable to speak again strained his master to the and subsequently became astudent at St. Edmund’ Augustine, and the series of witnesses in later
heart; the tears bedewed both cheeks, and spoke Hall, Oxford. 1 here he highly distinguished him ages, because the fact has never been seriously
an eloquence it is not in .language to express.— self, and gained several prizes: he ultimately tool disputed.
5. ‘In the 16th century, indeed, Calvin, Beza,
“Come.” at length tried Zamora, “thanks to the the degree of Master of Arts: and was electet
Father of all mercies, we are safe I” They soon Vice-principal. Upon his ordination he becami Luther, Melancthon, with our Cranmer and Ridley,
entered the garden ct the consul, flew across it in curate to the late eminently pious and venerablt and all the leaders of the Reformation, though some
a moment, reached the door, ascended the stairs, Cecil, by whom he was introduced to the notice ol of them from circumstances afterwards adopted a
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presbyterian discipline, yet admitted the superior the other, are sure to display new beauties, and
repeated by all our Ministers, and Elders, and
authority of the episcopal.
present us with higher attractives.—Hervey.
Deacons; and let it be re-echoed in our Mis
6. ‘ So plain is the case of Episcopacy, when
sionary Boards, and in every Consistory chamber;
candidly stated. To which the only objection
and'in every Church, and by every one of our
From the Christian Intelligencer.
which I know of, is drawn from the term Bishop
Church courts, supreme and subordinate; wo unto
NATIONAL MOTTO OF HOLLAND.
or Overseer being sometimes employed in the New
the man who refuses to say amen to it—“ Een
Een
draght
maaht
macht.
—
Unity
makes
strength.
Testament for those who had any oversight in the
draght maakt macht,"—-Unity creates strength!—
Ihe origin of this famous motto ought to be re And henceforth, let us, in the name of our Divine
Church, and not the chief pastors, as Timothy
membered
with
devout
gratitude
by
every
son
of
and litus only. But it is not for a name that we
Master, always pull, and pull a long pull all to
chiefly contend, but for the spiritual superintend those famous worthies of Holland, who fought gether.
B.
ence and authority wich Christ has ordained.__ tor their liberty and religion against the Spanish
With regard to the mere title of Bishop, which king; and gallantly achieved them. When Phil
united states navy.
is simply descriptive of the duty of superintend ip of Spain was deliberating on the best method
A bill is on foot, and will in due time come be
ence, it was natural that it should be gradually of taking of the Low Lands, he asked Escovedo fore Congress, authorizing the Secretary to take
appropriated, as the thing designated by it became the “ Spanish prophet,” for such was he called—• steps for the further suppression of intemperance
prominent and distinct before the eyes of men.— what he thought the best method. Being well in in the Navy. In the investigations, in which the
Things usually exist long before their names, structed in the principles of Machiavel, and the bill originated, it appeared that Comodore Rogers
which become attached to them in process of time. Jesuits, he promptly replied,—“ May it please never to his knowledge tasted ardent spirit—Com
The episcopal or superintending office was less your Majesty to remember the maxim Divide and modore Chauncey as not in the last thirty years—
complete during the lives of the Apostles, be Rule! If you only divide them from them Commodore Morris has not for many years, and
cause the superior power vested with them, and selves, you will succeed. This reached the ears the Secretary of war has never tasted it. Young
the functions of Timothy and Titus were delegat of the distinguished patriots of Holland, and they men, who aspire to situations of honor, remember
ed. After their death, as these functions and this adopted this motto as the national watchword; and these examples.
authority would appear in unrestrained action, the effectually defeated the policy of Spain.—See Bi
Faith takes God at his word, and depends upon
definite and appropriate title would follow. At shop Hall’s Works, folio, p. 377.—‘Mr. Editor, I
the close of the sacred canon, the term Angel, (or wish you would give a hint to our Ministers and him for the whole of salvation. God is good, and
delegate, whether of God or man,) was the term Churches, from this interesting incident in the therefore he will not, he is true and faithful, there
history of their forefathers. When our Church is fore he cannot deceive me. 1 believe, that he
employed by our Lord as the appellation given to
threatened with the invasion of Jesuitism and
the presiding pastor of the Apocalyptic churches. Machiavellian doctrines of various forms, from speaks as he means, and will do what he says?
‘When the whole Apostolic College were dead, abroad—and discord within,—let us all repeat the for which reason, let mebe strong in faith, giving
the highest order in the Church would soon receive great national watchword: and let it be joyfully honour to God, and rejoice with joy unspeakable
and full of glory.—Ryi.and.
by general consent the title of Overseers or Bi
shops, as the principal duty, that of overseeing
and providing for the church, then rested fully in
KENYON COLLEGE AND GRAMMAR-SCHOOL.
them.
--------- OOOOO--------7. ‘Nothing is more common than for terms to
be used at different times, and under altered cir
MONTHLY CLASS REPORT, FROM JUNE 11 TO JULY 14.
cumstances, in two senses; the one general, and
the other definite and peculiar. The words Dis
[The parents an d guardians of the Students in Kenyon College and Grammar School, having at different times expressed
ciple, Apostle, Deacon, Bishop, and a multitude a strong desire to be frequently informed of the standing of their sons and wards in scholarship and conduct, it has been
of others occur, in a general and also in a peculiar resolved by the Faculty to issue a monthly report in the pages of the Gambier Observer. This » ode of communication i3
sense. They designate at first any learner, any resorted to as the only one practicable for the Faculty, where the reports are so frequent, and as being as cheap to the friends
messenger, any minister, any overseer; but they of the students as any other, costing, in the majority of cases, no more than would the postage of the requisite number of
have long, by a well established usage, come to letters; whilst in addition they will learn though the papers, from time to time, many other particulars in relation to the
signify, a learner taught by Christ, one of a par Institution which cannot fail to be interesting to them. The plan of the report is as follows.—
ticular order of men in Christ’s Church, one hav
Two letters, arbitrarily selected, stand for each Student’s name, and these letters are to be known only to the Faculty, the
ing oversight of a number ot Presbyters and flocks individual Student and his parents or guardians. The last named will recognize the letters of the students in whom they
in a certain district.
are more especially interested by their being underscored in the present number of the Observer, with red ink. The report
‘We may safely therefore assert, that whilst the embraces two points, scholarship and conduct. As regards scholarship, (by which is meant the amountjof knowledge theoreti
chief authority was in the hands of the Apostles, cal and practical which the student displays in the recitation room,) there is no comparison of one student with another, but of
the word was naturally applied to all who had any every student with a certain standard of excellence previously fixed by the Faculty. By this standard the value of every
charge or superintendence in the church, whether exercise is determined and immediately noted down, and according to the monthly overage of these values the individual is
over the clergy, or a separate flock; but that after ranked in the first, second third or fourth grade. It is possible therefore, it will be perceived, for every student of a class to
their death, those who succeeded to their func stand in the first grade; or on the other hand, all may stand in the last grade, [or in either of the'intermediate ones. No
tions of government and ordination, began to be student is kept in an inferior grade by the superior scholarship of another, (for the graduation has no reference to this,)
called by way of distinction, the Overseers or but simply because he has not reached that degree of perfection in his recitations which would entitle him, according to a
Bishops.
„
„
,
previously established rule, to a higher rank.
‘ The objection raised therefore from the gene
In regard to conduct the notation is thus. To some delinquencies, as absence from rooms during study hours, from
ral employment of the title before the office in its
prayers, from recitation, &c., a certain fixed amount of demerit, marked by figures, is attached, and other irregularities are
specific form was completely in action, rather con
estimated as they arise. If no sufficient excuse is rendered, all such cases are registered, and at the end of the month the
firms than weakens the main argument, concern
ing which I must be allowed to say, that moral de sum total of these marks is appended to the letters of each student, so that ho and his friends may see distinctly how far In;
monstration appears to me hardly to admit of more has neglected duty during that period. If a student is not set down under the head of conduct at all, he is to be understood
as having punctually attended to every duty, unless prevented by sickness or the like, and to have been in all respeets unsatisfactory proof.
. „ .
p
,
8 4 But, indeed, the infirmity of the church, ccnsured. This department of the report, therefore, will be an index of the habits of order and industry which each stu
and’the corruption of men, have always seemed dent is forming.
Those parents and guardians who wish to have the reading of these reports, and are not already subscribers to the Gam
to me so strongly to recommend an Episcopal pol
ity and the manifest evils of other disciplines have bier Observer, can send their names to the Editor. Persons who intend to do so, should retain the present number that
pressed themselves on mind with such force, that they may recognize the letters of their sons and wards in the future reports. This report will not be sent again except to tin
even if the argument from Scripture and from an- subscribers.
tiauitv were less complete, the general directions
SCHOLARSHIP.
of the apostles would suffice to satisfy my own
mind “ Let all things be done decently and in
1st Grade._ Em Et Fu La Ilh Dd Bf Ha Fb Jo
G1 Bn Ht Kf Ca II Bt Ew Gk Aa Kl Gg
order,” is a cannon sufficient to recommend to the *Mk Ek Ad Ml Mn Hb Fa Do Gra Mb Ec Be AfEh Ag Cy Aq FICp Fr Ac Gp Kin Ja Cd
common understanding of men a well regulated
2nd Grade.__ Eo Fo Jb Hw Ke Im Bw Le Ld BI Mb
Ma Lh Lt Lw Lk Dm Kk
Cc Kb Hn
diocesan episcopacy, with a jurisdiction duly mo
derated by the voice of its presbyters. A similar Bp Jp Mm Jk Ga Ms H« Cf Dh Ao Bd Df Du Aj Ak Fs As Co Ac Go Ah Ar Dp Gq Al
Cq Gs Gt Gv Eh Av Ep Es Dg Ed Ce
government prevails in families, in societies, in Dr Cm Fp Gr Al
states in kingdoms. Supreme control must, un
3rd Grade__ DI Ea Db Hg Id Ic Lg Ln Hp Jx Kc
Mp Fh Mt Mu Fk Be Kn Ap Fq D;
der God, be lodged somewhere or the selfishness
of our nature would soon break out into endless
kA Grade___Cw Kd Lb Me Ls Me Mf Hm Dw Ck
disorder. Aboveall then it must be so “in the house
CONDUCT.
of God, which is the church of the living God,
the pillar and ground of the truth.
b.
Hh8 Dd4 Bf4 Ha[30 Fb 12 Jo 12 G14 Ca8 114 Ew8 Eo8 Jb4 Hw20 Ke4 Im24 Bw20 Leb Ld

r Concluded in our next. J

The pages of Scripture, like the productions
nf nature °will not only endure the test, but im-

Stove upon Ihe trial. The application of the mcroscope to the one, and a repeated meditation on

22 BI 4 Mb 12 Lk8 DI 16
M12 Hb8 Rc2 Fh 6 Ga 6
Eb35 Ag4 Cy2 Aj 49 Fk
Acll Go3 Ah8 Ar 4 Gq

Es8 Dgll Ed 18 Ce 4

Ea4 Db8 Id 16 Ic 16 Lg41 Ln20 Lb 20 Dm 4 Cc2 Dw 4 Ck2
Ms2 Hm6 Hs2 Mt 4 Mu4 Dh4 Ec4 Be 12 Af 10 Ao 7 Bd8
11 Aq4 F18 Cp8 Fr4 Ak 18 Be 51 Fs8 Kn37 As4 Gp 4 Co 19
8 Ab 11 Dr24 Cm8 FP24 Ds 12 Gr 26 Al 16 Gt 8 Eh 4 Av 18

Hp 4
Du 2b
Ap 23
Cd 24
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the number. The second article is on “The early British
Church,” discussing the interesting questions, when and by

whom was Christianity planted in that island. It is a trans
lation from the German of Bishop Munter who died at Co
Kenyon Colleck__ The annual Commencement of this
penhagen in 1830. The next article is one from the London
Institution will take place on Wednesday the 6th day of August
Quarterly Review, on the subject of “ Greek and English Lexi
next, at 10 o'clock, A. M.
cography," from the pen, it is supposed, of Dr. Bloomfield,
On the day previous, at 3 o’clock P. M. the exercises of the
Philomathcsiau and Nu Pi Kappa Societies will be attended. the present Bishop of London.
The next, which is the concluding article, except some lite
They will be concluded by an oration from Salmon P. Chase,
rary notices, is a translation of David’s beautiful lament over
Esq. of Cincinnati.
Saul and Jonathan, with a Commentary by the editor. Our
The Sunday School Teachers’ Association of readers, we think, will be pleased to see it in the form which
Gambier will hold its anniversary in the College Chapel on he gives it.
Saturday the 2nd of August, at 3 o’clock, P. M. Parents
DAVID’S LAMENT.
Teachers, Children, and all interested in the progress of the
2 Sam. 1. 19—27.
Sunday School cause are respectfully invited to attend.
19 Beauty of Israel, slain upon thy mountains!
IIow are the mighty fallen !
Temperance Anniversary.—The anniversary of the Tem
20 Tell it not in Gath,
perance Society of Kenyon Codeye and Vicinity wxs held on the
Publish it not in the streets of Askelon ;
19th inst. in the College Chapel. The Report of the Exec
Lest the daughters of the Philistines rejoice,
Lest the daughters of the uncircumcised triumph.
utive Committee contained faithful account of the progress of
GAMBIER, FRIDAY, JULY 25, 1834.

the cause in our vicinity during the past year. It appeared
that efforts corresponding with the magnitude of the evil had
not been made,—that though something had been done,
much had been left undone, and that while the members of the
Society had remained inactive through indifference, oi a delu
sive idea that our neighborhood was rid of the destroyer, it
had been gaining ground, the evil had grown in secret, the
plague was in our midst, and was paralyzing every effort to
extend the cause of Temperance. In view of these facts, the
society was called upon individually, for renewed exertions in
the cause, and for a decided personal influence both by precept
and example for its promotion. Resolutions expressive of
these sentiments were then offered and supported by appropri
ate remarks. A most favorable impression was made, as the
addition offifty signers to the Temperance pledge sufficiently
evinces. The number is now very small of those amongst us,
who are hot both in practice, and by solemn pledge, the de
clared friends of Temperance.
With the expectation that a separate society will immediate
ly be organized among the students the name of this society
was altered to that of the “Temperance Society of Gambier
and Vicinity.’ The following is the list of officers for the en
suing year:
,
lit. Rev. C. I’. Mcllvaine, President.
Rev. J. Muenschcr, Vice-President.
Rev. W. Sparrow, Secretary.
N. W. l’utnatn, Treasurer.
Managers.
Dr. Dyer,
M. White,
G. W. Myers,
G. P. Williams, A. Douglass,
John Locke,
Wm. Mills,
John Uflford.

Part of the extract contained in the communication on
>ur fourth page, as some of our readers may remember, has al
ready appeared in the Observer. The inadvertence was dis
covered too late for correction.
British ano Foreign Bible Society.—From the followi ng letter which we have been permitted to copy, it will he seen
that Bishop McIlvaine, and the Rev. Dr. Milnor of NewYork, have had the honor of being elected life-members of

this noble Christian Institution.

British and Foreign Bible Society, 7
May 17, 1831.
j
The Right Rev. Bishop McIi.vaine:
My Dear Sir,—I have much pleasure in officially
informing you that you have recently been enrolled among the
life members of the British & Foreign Bible Society. The
Rev. T. C. Wilkes has presented our Committee with the
sum of twenty guineas, for the purpose of constituting two
life members from our friends and brethren in America. The
choice has fallen upon yourself and Dr. Milnor—and I have
much pleasure in greeting you both as members of our Society.
Allow me to add that it would afford very lively satisfaction
to the Committee once more to see you in England, and in
that satisfaction no one would more sincerely partake than

myself.
Accept my best wishes, and believe me
Yours sincerely,
A. BRANDRAM, Sec’y.
Biblical Repository.—The number of this valuable peri
odical for July has been received. It has a continuation of
the article on the Slavic Language which occupies about half

21 Mountains of Gilboa!
No dew, nor rain upon you,
Nor fields of offerings!
For there was cast away the shield of the mighty,
The shield of Saul not anointed with oil.

22 From the blood of the slain, from the flesh of the mighty.
The bow of Jonathan turned not back,
The sword .of Saul returned not in vain.
23 Saul and Jonathan were loving and pleasant in their lives,
And in their death they were not divided.
They were swifter than eagles,
They were stronger than lions.
24 Daughters of Israel! weep over Saul;
Who clothed you in scarlet with delights,
Who put ornaments of gold upon your apparel.
25 IIow are the mighty fallen in the midst of the battle !
0 Jonathan, slain upon thy mountains!

26 Wo is me for thee, my brother Jonathan!
Very pleasant hast thou been to me;
Thy love to me was wonderful,
Passing the love of women!
27 How are the mighty fallen!
And the weapons of war perished!
For the Gambier Observer.
MARYLAND CONVENTION.

Rev. and Dear Brother,—The day before yesterday I re
ceived a copy of the Journal of the last Convention of the
Diocese of Maryland. Having for many years been a mem
ber of that diocese, I received aud perused it with no little in
terest and with much pleasure.
The following items were noted by me in the examination,
and thinking they may be of interest to you and some, per
haps, of your readers, I send them for that purpose. The last
convention which I attended there was in June, 1830. That
was the largest Convention ever assembled in the diocese.—
There were then belonging to the diocese 65 clergymen, of
whom 59 were present. There were 72 parishes, and 61 of
them represented by lay delegates. The Convention consisted
of 110 members, and only 4 parishes of the 72 were without
either clerical or lay representation—60 of the parishes were
then supplied with clergymen, so that only 12 were vacant.
The Convention in May last, was held at Easton on the
eastern shore of Maryland, there are now reported as belong
ing to the diocese 59 clergymen, of whom 33 only were pre
sent,—of the 72 parishes only 25 were represented by lay dele
gates; so that the convention was only about half as large as
the one of which I have above spoken,—33 parishes were not
represented by either clerical or lay delegates,—53 parishes on
ly are supplied with clergymen, leaving 19 vacant; so that it ap
pears the number of clergymen has decreased in four years
6, and the number of vacant parishes increased 1. Of the
number of clergymen in the diocese in 1830—21 have remov
ed and died; the number of the latter being 5. 8 parishes
that then had ministers are vacant now, and 24 parishes have
changed their ministers and that in 4 years! If there is any
thing calculated to kill the church by slow degrees, yet surely,
or at least to prevent its desired growth, it is this frequent
change of ministers. How can it be otherwise__ Sec how it
has worked in one of the counties, Prince George’s for in
stance. In 1818 there were there as now 7 parishes. They
were under the care of 4 ministers. They are now with the
exception of one, under the care of 5, and that is vacant. From
1818 to the present time there have been 26 different minis
ters, occuppyng those different parishes, all but one of whom
are now living, and 37 changes!! Of those 26 ministers, no

one can be pointed at as guilty of indifference, as immoral, oi
wanting in piety, and among them Williston now of the Dio
cese of New- York, E. M. Lowe, afterwards of Norfolk
Virginia, Wheaton now President of Washington College
Connecticut, Aydelott, and Allen, now of this Diocese, Tyng
of Philadelphia, &c. &c. Now mark the result. Those par
ishes is 1818 had 280 communicants; now they report but 345,
65 being the aggregate increase of the labors of 26 clergymen
in 16 years. And yet as a whole I do not believe a more
faithful, a more industrious set of clergymen of the same
number can be found in any diocese. I have spoken of 1818
only 5 of the present clergy of the diocese occupy parishes which
they then occupied, and 3 of these are in Baltimore, and one
in Washington City.
But there are some things exceedingly encouraging. Dur
ing the last four years there has been an addition to the num
ber of communicants of about one thousand above the deaths
removals &c. one church reporting 90 communicants now was
actuallydead four years ago, reporting none; another reporting
190 then, reports ninety-nine now, another has increased from
98 to 223—another from 40 to 94—another from 91 to 150,
and one from 304 to 387. And in all but two or three a grad
ual increase is shown.—The missionary spirit seems also gain
ing steadily—and this may be regarded as the life of the
church. If the leaven is not leavening the whole lump it is
because it is not good. There is not a field of the same ex
tent, calling louder for labor in the United States than in this
diocese. It is gratifying to sec a disposition to entei in and
obey the call. Piety, zeal and an enlighteued attachment to the
church are evidently on the increase—may the Lord increase
them more abundantly.
Your Friend and Brother in the Gospel.

OBITUARY.
Died, in Mount Vernon, on the Ilth inst. after a long and
painful illness, but in the enjoyment and “comfort of a rea
sonable, religious and holy hope,” Mrs. Mary Buckingham,
wife of C. P. Buckingham, Esq., Prof, of Math, in this In
stitution.
Also, on the 20tb inst., Mrs. Curtis, wife of Ilosmer Cur
tis, Esq.

RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
Episcopal Visitation at Wheeling, Virginia__ Wc havi
received an account of a recent visit of Bishop Meade to Whee
ling and its vicinity, in a private letter, some of the interest
ing details of which we trust the writer will pardon us for lay
ing before our readers—It is dated June 28,1834__ Epireopal Recordet.
Hie Bishop reached this place on Tuesday evening, the
17th inst. On Wednesday and Thursday evening he preach
ed in our Church. * * The next day, accompanied by Mr.
Armstrong, be proceeded up the river, to visit Steubenville,
Wellsburg, and St. John’s Church, in that neighborhood; at
which place they remained till the following Wednesday even
ing, when they returned to Wheeling accompanied by the Rev.
Mr. Morse of Steubenville.
On Thursday evening a social meeting was held in the
school-room, during which we were addressed by the Bishop
and Mr. Morse, and at the close, affectionately invited to meet
them again in that place, at half past five the next morning.
Accordingly at that hour, in all the stillness and freshness, and
sweetness of early morning, we were again assembled, again
to join in, and bear the hymns of praise, the fervent prayer,
and the earnest exhortation. At eleven o’clock we had divine
service in the Church and a sermon from the Bishop, after
which an appointment was made by him to address the candi
dates for Confirmation, and others desiring instruction in the
nature of that holy rite, at four o’clock in the afternoon. At
that time a most.solemn and affecting address was delivered,
fully explaining and enforcing the obligations involved in a
participation of that solemn ordinance. At. night Mr, Morse
preached, and on Saturday morning wc were again privileged
to assemble at half past five, again to present the first offerings
of early day, to that kind Heavenly Parent, who was thu3
richly blessing us with spiritual blessings, and again to pre
pare our hearts for the succeeding services of the day. We
were once more instructed and gratified at eleven o’clock, by
a sermon from Mr. Morse, and at four in the afternoon a meet
ing was held for the communicants, in which we received the
most plain and affectionate counsel and exhortation from our
spiritual father. At night we were again assembled in the
bouse of God, and prepared by a sermon from the Bishop, for
the solemn and interesting services of the blessed Sabbath.—
On that holy morning divine service was performed in the
Church at six o’clock, and at ten it was again well filled, not
indeed altogether with those of our own communion, but with
many of other denominations also, who though they may have
been led to our church by motives of curiosity, must, I am
sure, have left it deeply touched and affected, by the solemn
exercises of that blessed season. The discourse preached by
the Bishop was from the 7th chapter 14th verse of Isaiah; a
subject so wonderful, so touching, so personally interesting
to every Christian heart, that it could not fail to secure the
deepest interest and attention. The sermon was followed by
a short address on Confirmation, after which the candidates,
35 in number, surrounded the altar, there to ratify before men
and angels the solemn baptismal covenant, and to enjoy the
privilege of having the fervent effectual prayer of a holy and

righteous man offered up in their behalf. A charo-e was then
b en- iL to lshop’ to those wh° had so publicly and solemnh g t.°SCrve. the
to be true to their vows, and necause
8Wte,?CI’ *" bring reproach uPon the holy
one wool 1 th'hv -ey h?j engaged : a charge so solemn, that
it was addressed U Th d n6Ver
forSotte" b? those t0 whom
. Hr,',-,
, d‘ „ fhe commumon was then administered to
theLxer ;‘mbe7 V‘er Which praycr and the benediction closed
tne exercises of this most interesting occasion. And on that
^nwg, the labors of Bishop Meade in this place were
eluded by a most appropriate discourse from thewords, “Quench
not the Spirit. O that we may all remember bis parting
words, and when lie shall again come to overlook this portion
, the Lord s heritage, may the fruits of the spirit be found
abounding more amongst us!
A tabular view of Protestant Missions throughout the world
in the Church Missionary Register for April, gives the follow
ing results:
Total number of missionary stations,
455
Missionaries (foreigners,)
ggg
Assistants,
“
Females,
“
Native missionaries,
42
“
Assistants,
95Q
“
Females,
17
Making the total number of laborers 2110. The printing
establishments are estimated at
35
The schools at
2345
The scholars at
119 210
And the professed converts at
101,903
[«S. 5. Journal.
Thirteen individuals sailed from Boston on the 1st of July
for the Baptist missions in Siam, Arracan, and Burmali; viz.
Rev. Mr. Wade and wife, accompanied by Miss Gardener;
Rev. Mr. Comstock and wife, Rev. Mr. Reed and wife, Rev.
Messrs. Vinton and Howard, two native Burmese teachers,
and Mr. Osgood, (printer,) and wife.
Besides these Dr. and Mrs. Bradley, and Miss White go to
India in the same vessel, from the American Board of Com
missioners.—<S. S. Journal.

Protestant Missions in China__ Dr. Morrison, the first
protestant missionary, entered China in 1807: who was for a
while associated with Dr. Milne. The labors of Dr. Morri
son in translating the whole bible into Chinese are well known,
Rev. Mr. Bridgman, of the American Board arrived in 1830.
Dr. W. then enumerated the American and English mis
sionaries now in or near China, and on their way thither.
Gutzlaffhas proved, he said, that China may be entered; that
access may be had to the Chinese. Here he has been laboring
since 1831. The Bible and Tract are now distributed in
great numbers. Converts have been made.
Dr. W. here spoke particularly of Leang-Afa, the first Chi
nese convert who was a printer by trade. Several letters have
lately been received from and respecting him, which we shall
give next week.
Another important fact, which has hitherto been doubted,
has recently been made certain in this country, viz. that the
Chinese blocks can be stereotyped.
Providence reespccting China.—Three or four years since,
the enterprise was commenced by the Bible and Tract Socie
ties sending Bibles and Tracts to foreign countries. The de
sign was well received and responded to by the churches. Just
about that time, Gutzlaff resolved to enter China. The re
sult is well known.
.
Another remarkable coincidence of Providence.—In view of the
facts recently brought to light, that the written Chinese lan
guage is universally understood; that the Chinese are a read
ing people, gaining all their knowledge of religion from their
sacred books, having no priest to instruct them; that the cry
from Gutzlaff, Leang-Afa, and others, is Give us books and
tracts to any extent and wo can circulate them; that these
tracts and books may be stereotyped; the American Board de
termined to establish a printing establishment. In looking
around for a place near China, where it might be located
without the possibility of interference from the native powers,
thev fixed their eye on Singapore, a port belonging to the
English at the southern extremity of Malacca. About two
weeks since, when their plans were just formed, they received
-i letter informing them that the Missionaries at Canton had
nurchased in Singapore, a large priuting establishment. This
had belonged to the English. There are two presses, and
V “ nf tvne in six different languages, and a foundcry for
casting fall these different type. The original cost was $4,000
but in was offered to the missionaries for $1500, that being
.L„nt of the debt with which it was encumbered.
4 SinMoore Dr. W. said, is one of the most important ports
• the east ’Here 140 vessels and junks arrive and depart eve
ry month, touching all the ports of China and the neighbor
ing countries.—Boston Recorder.

LETTER FROM BATAVIA.

Batavia, Java, Feb. 8, 1831.

cIR__ you have doubtless ere this received intelliAir Johnson and wife sailed from Singapore soon
gonCCfbeir arrival there, for Bankok in the last vessel of the
after tne
Robinson remained at S. because the
season; an
j hastened to communicate, by way of
vessel was
Helena, the intelligence this morning
an oppor
J^anclwife, after being tossed about on
received fro
•
Earned to Singapore—-the monsoon
the ocean s
the ship not being able to reach its destinhaving chang
Lord designs by this providence we know
e® p,ir
l.pard—though not from official accounts, that
notC™ a great persecution and massacre of the Papist
there has been aat siam> We did not heed the repopulatmn
b from the Massacres in Cochin China.

PJ* S it may be well that the designs of the brethren
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ia\e ieen frustrated. And at all events, we say it is well; for
IHEKM is NO MISTAKE IN THE GOVERNMENT OF Goi>.”
eh ive just had an interview with Mr. Francis the new
resident at Padang (Sumatra.) He it favorably disposed to
our cause, and will do all in his power to forward our views.”
He is well acquainted with all those islands, having been a long
time under government, living among the natives. The Lord
prospering us, we shall embark on the first day of April for
Padang where we shall find Mr. Ward, who was formerly
under the English Baptist Society, and has now retired to a
farm on account of his health, but employs his time when
able in translating and circulating the Bible and other books,
among the natives, and who, in connection with Mr. Francis,
will be very efficient in aiding us onward. When we have ob
tained all necessary information at P, we shall proceed to
Nyas; and having explored that field—of which the more we
learn, the more interesting it appears, and the more we long
to be there—-we shall return to Padang, and take passage for
iappanooly; proceeding up Tappanooly bay, we shall be able
to land in or within a day’s journey of the Batta country.
I he Battas are very fond of foreigners, are opposed to Mo
hammedanism, and are favorably inclined to Christianity. So
says Mr. Francis who knows them well. Mr. Francis has
travelled much on Sumatra. He says he must travel on
foot, and barefoot; and often travel where every step will
crush a multitude of blood suckers, and leave two or three at
tached to the feet; and if we encamp at night on the ground in
thejungles, must expect to be well covered with them before
morning. To venomous reptiles, robbers, &e. &c. we shall be
exposed. Yet we can say, “none of these things move us,
nor do we count our lives dear unto ourselves” if we may be
able to speed the gospel on its way to these “dark minds.”—
Will not Christians at home pray for us 1 If we can only be
strengthened by the Lord and the power of his might, let
come what will come, we care not. We shall be able to do all
things through Christ strengthening us. If then ’Christians
ask for what they shall pray, we reply, that we may have the
presence of the Lord Jesus even with us.—Boston Recorder.

GENERAL SUMMARY.
One Fact.—A gentleman now here from Georgia, is the
owner of between forty and fifty slaves. They are employed
in agriculture, and have such tasks to perform that their day’s
work is usually accomplished by one or two o’clock in the af
ternoon ; after which, they work on wages for their master, or
other persons, or do what else they please. They had, however
become somewhat refractory, and on a consideration of the
whole matter, their master determined before leaving home for
the North, to give them the offer of their freedom. This
the laws of Georgia forbid, except on condition of leaving
the State. The Colony at Liberia obviated this difficulty, and
enabled him to try this benevolent experiment. lie, therefore,
called them together, made them an address, and told them
they were, free, upon condition of going to Liberia. But
they all declined,—not because they objected to the condition,
for they knew nothing of the misrepresentations of Abolition
publications, but because they chose to remain as they were.
A neighbor of this gentleman had, a short time before, sold
his slaves at $300 each; so that the slaves who were offered
their freedom by this one gentleman, were worth fully $15,000, and could have been sold for that sum but for the sympa
thy of their master. Now, what a beautiful figure a few
Northern men cut, who having themselves with one or two
exceptions, made no sacrifices for the blacks, get together in
conventions, and vote such a man a pirate, and load him with
all the epithets of opprobrium which can be invented!—Jour,
of Commerce.
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is the only state in the Union without a written constitution cf
her own adoption. That state having hitherto contented her
self in acting under a charge granted about one hundred and
seventy years ago by Charles the second of England.

In the contribution plate at Dr. Channing’s church, in Bos
ton, on Sunday, was found a bank check, in the following
words. “ Pay to Count Pulaski, my commander at the battle
of Brandywine; his brethren, or bearer, one hundred dollars.”
Two hundred and eight deaths occurred in- New York during
the week ending on Saturday last—a greater number than has
occurred in one week for many months. Of the whole num
ber 25 were occasioned by drinking cold water during the in
tense heat of the early part of the week, and 29 were by con
sumption, and 22 by convulsion. 79 were interred in the bu
rying ground connected with St. Patrick’s Cathedral, and 34
in Potter’s field.
Stinyless Bees—The Editor of the Boston Commercia 1
Gazettee has received from the American Consul at Campeachy, several hives of bees without stings. This sort of bee
is said to be very common in Mexico. They are somewhat
smaller in size than the ordinary bee.
We learn that the Bank of the United States extended its
discounts yesterday (July 16th) about two hundred thousand
dollars.—Nat. Gaz.
Great Fire in New- York.—A destructive fire broke out at
one o’clock Tuesday morning, at 209 Pearl street, New-York,
which destroyed buildings and property believed to be over
$200,000.
A subteraneous Indian Village has been discovered in Nacoehee Valley in Georgia, by gold miners, in excavating a ca
nal for the purpose of washing gold. The depth to which it
is covered varies from seven to nine feet; some of the houses
are embedded in a stratum of rich auriferous gravel. TheV
are 34 in number, built ol logs from six to ten inches in diam
eter, and from ten to twelve feet in length. The walls are
from three to six feet in height, forming a continuous line or
street ot 300 feet. The logs are hewed and notched, as at
the present day. The land beneath which they were found, was
covered at its first settlement by the whites, with a heavy growth
of timber, denoting a great antiquity to these buildings, and
a powerful cause which submerged them, Cane baskets and
fragments of earthenware were found in the rooms.—National
Gazette.
Baron Hagel, the Austrian botanist, who lately visited the
Neliglierry Hills, in India, declares that the unknown varie
ties of trees and shrubs existing there alone exceed ten thou
sand. The wild-rose runs up to the tops of the highest trees,
and grows to the thickness of four or five inches. A delicious
specimen of orange, but not exceeding a filbert in size, is also
found there. In the orange valley below Kotagherry, about.
4500 feet above the level of the sea, numerous fruit-trees are
found, amongst which are the wild-fig and lemon’tree; the lat
ter bearing frliic little inferior, in size and flavor, to that of
Spain.

FOREIGN.
Latestfrom France—By the arrival of the packet ship Sul
ly, Captain Forbes, we are in possession of Paris dates to the
30th of May, and of Havre journals to the 1st of June, her
day of sailing. The items of French intelligence are not of
much importance. They relate principally to the approach
ing elections.
The agricultural reports from different parts of France arc
extremely favorable. The rains which succeeded the drought
in the early part of the spring have made a very great improvTwo African kings have each sent a son to this country to ment, and the vineyards and corn lands both promise an abun
dant
harvest.—Nat. Gazette.
be education under the care of the Maryland Clolonization
Society. They are said to be manly and intelligent looking
From the N. Y. Courier and Enquirer.
boys of 14 and 16 years of age—<S. S’. Journal.
Important from Portugal— Capitulation of Don Migut! and
The Gold Bill__ We have not yet been able to obtain a co Don Carlos.—-Captain Flowery, of the ship Moro Castle, ar
py of the law which has passed Congress to increase the value rived yesterday from Havana, has kindly furnished us with a
of gold. The Globe says, that under this law, “ Our obi coin supplement to tile Biario, which contains accounts from Spain,
age now in existence, will pass thus: The Eagle $10 66 3-4; received "in Havana from Cadiz in thirty days time. These
half Eagle $5 33 1-3; tne quarter Eagle $2 66 3-4; this accounts "embrace official reports announcing the capitulation
being the true value of the pure gold now in those coins; the of Don Miguel and Don Carlos to the troops of Donna
new coinage will contain as much less pure gold as will make Maria.
Seville, June lit, 1834. By express received at half past one
the Eagle and its parts at $10, $5, and $2 .50. British
gold will pass thus; The Guinea $5 3-4; the Sovereign $4 o’clock this day, his Excellency the Secretary of War con
84; the Louis d’or of France about $3 75; the Doubloons, firms the important news of the decisive advantages gained in
Spanish and Patriot, $15 50. Note.—All these values sup Portugal, and the surrender of the Miguelite and Carlist for
pose full weight as the value is always to be corrected by ces; and adds, that the Pretender in consequence of his hav
weight. The Doubloons, both Spanish and Patriot, are by ing claimed the protection of the Secretary of the English
law the same value, for they are of the same weight and fine Legation, who was at his Head Quarters, proceeded with his
ness; but the Spanish Doubloon will generally be above the family to Lisbon, where instructions had already arrived from
legal rate in market for exportation to Cuba, where that spe the British Government, applicable to such a conjuncture.
(Signed,)
The Prince of Anglona.
cies of Doubloons passes for $27.”
The reader will perceive from this statement, that all
the existing American gold coinage of $5 and $10, has at
The Paris correspondent of the New York Courier and
once lost its convenient character, as a part of the circulat Equirer, under date of 30th May, says :—“ The Pope has ad
ing medium. It can no longer be transferred from hand to dressed a letter, or receipt, to President Boyer, in which after
hand, at its old legal value, but every ten dollars is now de speaking of his affection and good will, and of the obstacles
clared to be worth $10 663-4; and has consequently become which had hitherto stood in the way of sending spiritual assis
bullion, to be received and passed only by weight—N. York tance to the Republic of Hayti, his holiness infotrns him that
he has determined on despatching John England, Bishop of
Observer.
The Hon. Mr. Hondelot, one of the commissioners ap Charleston, in the United Statas, as his Legate to Hayti, in
pointed by the British government to take information on the order todeliberate with the President on the choice of Pastors,
penitentiaries in the United States, arrived at Quebec on the and to take measures for the formation of a national clergy.”
22d, and the next proceeded in company with Mr. Neilson, to
We hear that it is finally determined that all foreign paper
Thomastown in Maine, where is situated the most eastern
state prison, and will thence proceed south and west, and visit shall be admitted into England by payment of three-halfpence
per paper, and that the postage will be exacted for all English
all the others in the United States.
The legislature of Rhode Island has passed a bill calling a papers forwarded to the Continent. It is asserted, but we
convention for the purpose of framing a constitution for that cannot believe it, that none but newsmen registered for the
State. The convention to meet at Providence on the first purpose will be allowed to receive papers from the Continent.
Monday of September. Rhode Island, it w be recollected —Nat. Gaz.
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“poetry.
THE CHURCH BELL.
The following beautiful lines are taken from a late numl>er
of the “Magazine of the Beau Monde.”—Presbyterian.
One hour the bell
Its marriage music gave;
The next, a knell
Resounded o’er a grave.
That bell is rife
With fate; fatal its breath!
A voice of life
It hath,—a tongue of death!
Inviting half mankind to glee;
The other to eternity!

From the New-York Observer.
THE LITTLE FACTORY GIRL’S COMPLAINT TO A

MORE FORTUNATE PLAYMATE.

1 often think how once we used
In summer Helds to play,
And run about and breathe the air
That made us glad aud gay;
We used to gather butter-cups,
And chase the butterfly;
I lov’d to feel the light breeze lift
My hair as it went by.

Do you still play in those bright fields?
And are the flowers still there?
There are no fields where I live now,
No flowers any where;
But day by day I go and turn
A dull and tedious wheel;
You cannot think how sad, and tired,
And fuint, I often feel.

I hurry home and snatch the meal
My mother can supply,
Then back I hasten to the task,
That not to hate I try.
At night my mother kisses me,
When she has combed my hair,
And laid me in my little bed,
But I’m not happy there.
I dream about the factory,
The fines that on us wait;
I start, and ask my father if
I have not lain too late ?
And once I heaid my mother say,
“ 0! better were a grave,
Than such a life as this for thee,
Thou little sinless slave!”

I wonder if I ever shall
Obtain a holliday;
Oh! if I do, I’ll go to you,
And spend it all in play ;
And then I’ll bring some flowers home,
If you will give me some,
And at my work I’ll think of them,
And hollidays to come.

MISCELLANY.
UNITED STATES’ SENATE.

•
*
• jjut to return from our digression. We
have re-threaded the corkscrew galleries, and are in the .senatechamber. Here is a different body from the one we have just
left. The senators seem older than the representatives; but
so many of these bald seniors exchange gray heads for black
ones, that it is difficult to determine. They sit with their hats
oft’—that looks better. They hustle about less.—that is more
agreeable, if you would hear a speaker. ‘ Show me the lions,’
said I to my cicerone; ‘where is Van Buren, where is Clay,
and Webster and Calhoun?’ My first query was answ ered by
pointing to the vice-president’s chair. I should have much to
say of Mr. Van Buren; hut they have elevated him to a high
office, which like all offices, has its drawbacks and its disad
vantages. ‘ He cannot figure,’said my guide,‘in debate: his
mouth is shut, unless opened to say “ The ayes have it,” or
“The memorial is referred,” or something of the like.’ Ilis
manner is ealin and bland, and he presides with ease and dig
nity.—And there he sits with no opportunity for display—
thumping with his mallet, when the galleries are out of order,
remarking that the question is so and so,’ or something of the
like. The newspapers talk of his shrinking, cowering, blush
ing. This is all the veriest romance in the world. He lives
in the senate like an embodied abstraction. He takes Clay’s
jibes and Webster’s thrusts as the ghost of Creusae received the
embraces of JEneas. He heeds them not. He leans back his
head—piles one leg upon the other—and sits as if he were a
pleasant sculptured image, destined for that niche all his life.
“ That massive forehead, those prodigious eyes, those heavy
shoulders, that iron-built frame, point out Webster. How
like Satan himself he can look, and what a malicious smile!
He talks as if he were telling a plain story; not enthusiastic,
hut concise and clear. His arm comes up as if lifted by a
spring. He speaks like one from the grave—so solemn and
so severe. Anon the lion is aroused. What a voice ! The
sentences leap into life, with well-timed metaphor, skilfully
interwoven-—all perfectly wrought out. . Yet Webster is a
man of no imagination. He has a well-disciplined taste; and
give him a clue to a figure, and he will trace it out with force
and beauty.
“Ihat slender-built man, apparently about fifty years of
age, in a blue coat, with bright buttons, a frizzly head, and an
eye like a hawk, erect and earnest, with mouth partly open—
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that is Calhoun. He is not an orator—yet few command so
much attention—none more.—His voice is bad. Ills gesticu
lation without grace.
He is zealous and enthusias ic, u
without being frantic. His apparent candor, earnestness and
sincerity command attention.
His voice struggles in ns
throat, and you almost understand the thoughts swelling t texe,
and they soon rush out as fast as words can convey them.
e
speaks in debate, as a farmer in earnest, would talk to his boys,
or a merchant to his clerks. He steps about, stands here and
there, looks at this man and that. And if a man looks in
quiringly at him, he asks, ‘l am right, am I not? —‘But as
1 was saying, this conservative principle—‘It hints me to
talk to-day; I ’ve got a cold,’ etc. This is much the manner
of Mr. Calhoun. If an idea comes into his head, out it comes,
without regard to rhetorical polish. Mr. Calhoun s power is
in colloquy—animated conversation. Men are willing to lis
ten to a man who talks well, whose declamation might be in
sufferable. Calhoun links words together—bites oft’ the last
syllables—and oftentimes eats up, as it were, whole sentences,
in the rapidity of his enunciation.
“ That tall, well-formed man, with a wide mouth, and a
countenance indicating every change ol thought within, is
Clay. He has been so often described, that I shall dwell upon
him briefly, here. Nature made him an orator to figure in a
free government. In a despotism, his head would have reach
ed the block for his impudence, before he was thirty. He is
good at every thing; nihil tetigit, quod non ornavit. I have
never heard such a voice. It is equally distinct and clear,
whether at its highest key or lowest whisper—rich, musical,
captivating. His action is the spontaneous offspring of the
passing thought. He gesticulates all over. The nodding of
his head, hung on a long neck—his arms, hands, fingers, feet,
aud even his spectacles and pocket- handkerchief, aid him in
debate. He steps forward and backward, and from the right
to the left with effect. Every feature speaks. The whole
body has its story to tell.
“ That is Forsyth, with his arms a-kimbo, head thrown back,
spectacles on, laughing at what somebody has to say, who is
speaking over the way. I cannot describe his figure, but it is
a handsome one. lie is all ease and composure; is never
thrown off his guard. He is ever ready, and the less prepar
ed the better, for the fight. He eludes with the utmost skill
all manner of weapons. No member of Congress J is better
at the rcconnoitering and skirmishing of debate.
That tall, red-headed man, with a large, manly figure and
full face, is Preston, the new member from South Carolina.
He looks as if he had long lived under the rays of a southern
sun. Preston is sui generis. He talks poetry, all in rich ar
ray and gorgeous sentences. When there is a storm in the
senate, they hang him out as a rainbow; and although the
rough clouds often darken his glittering hues before the storm
is hushed, yet tempers are cooled and spirits are softened, by
the dazzling arch and the rich interlacings of his bow. He
is unpremeditated eloquence. He does not, like Sheridan,
mark in his orations the place to introduce ‘Good God! Mr.
Speaker.’ The incidents of debate suggest all his fine senten
ces. His gestures are admirable. No American ^orator is
more graceful—few have more art; and yet few understand
so well the ars celare artem. Such a man was necessary in the
senate. All the kinds of eloquence that Cicero describes, are
now exemplified and illustrated in that body, and no two are
formed on the same model.
“Felix Grundy is a happy man. There is not a more
jovial, benevolent face in Christendom than he wears. He
was actor upon the stage of public life long before my re
membrance. His head is now all gray, and bis step begins
to falter and bear the marks of age, but his mind has lost no
thing of its vigor, and he none of his humor. He is hap
py at a rctoit, skilful at a thrust, and good-humored even in the
angriest debate. He has a mind happily tempered for politi
cal warfare.
“Leigh is a new-comer from Virginia; around, thick-built
man, with a little sharp eye that snaps at times like a spark of
fire. He is something of a lion in the national menagerie.
Perhaps my metaphors might seem objectionable, were it not
that we ‘republicans’ have a right to talk of our ‘servants’ as
we please.

The Virtues of Sugar.—Sir John Pringle asserts that
the plague has never been known to visit any country where
sugar composes a material part of the diet of the inhabitants.
Cullen, Rush, Fothergill, and many other eminent physicians,
think malignant fevers lessened in their virulence by the use of
sugar. Well attested maritime facts prove it to be a most
powerful anti-scorbutic. It is a perfect antidote to the poison
ot verdigris. In China and in India it is the main article of
diet for the inhabitants. In Cochin China the king’s body
guards are obliged to eat, every day, a certain quantity of su
gar, in order to preserve their enlmnpoint and good looks; and
the wildest hotges, elephants, buffaloes, &e. are tamed by the
daily use of sugar. It is quite a mistake to suppose that sugar
injures the teeth: no persons have whiter teeth than the ne
groes, particularly during crop time : and it is equally absurd
to suppose that the use of sugar produces worms in children.
Vermes arise from an insufficiency of salt and bitters in the
food of infants: provided those tonics be given, the more sugar
is given to a child the greater will be its health and strength.

More than fifty years experience in this branch of agricul
ture has taught me that this is erroneous both in theory and
practice. By accumulating earth upon the roots tbev are de
prived of that influence of tiie air and sun which are necessan
to a healthy and vigorous growth.* Every one acquainted
with the natural growth of this plant must have observed the
peculiar formation of the brace roots which sprout out upon
the stock a very little below the surface of the ground, radiat
ing from the stalk in every direction. In like manner are tin
stalks of rye, barley, oats, &c. furnished with their brace roots,
and stand no need of hilling ,up to give them strength and
firmness in their position. They are evidently designed to
stay the stalk and hold it in an erect posture, not unlike the
shrouds of a ship to sustain the mast. To render these bra
ces sufficiently hard and strong to answer the design of na
ture, they must have the influence of sun and air,- but when
buried by several inches of superincumbent earth, they become
soft, weak and brittle; and nature, to remedy this evil, sends
out another set above the former. These occasion an unneces
sary waste of the nourishment of the plant, and at that advanc
ed season of the year never become sufficiently indurated to
perform their office to the best advantage.
If those Farmers who may take the trouble of reading this
article should doubt the correctness of this reasoning, they
are respectfully invited to test it by experimenting upon a few
rows or hills. For many years past the writer has practised
upon the principle here recommended, and has uniformly been
successful in his crops.
It may also- be remarked, that great injury is done both by
1 the plough and hoe at the time of hilling, by breaking and
wounding the long fibrous roots so necessary to the growth
and strength of the stalk. After the weeding or first hoeing,
neither the plough or the hoe should be allowed to penetrate
any deeper than is necessary to destroy the weeds and grass.
In cultivating the I’otatoe, the same reasoning, so far as it
respects the accumulation of earth, will supply—the bulb i<
formed simultaneously with the blossom bud. If after this
period there be much hilling up, the first formed bulbs grow
but little, being out of the reach of that warmth and air which
are required for a perfect growth, and another set above them
is produced. Hence it is, that by this mode of culture so
great a proportion of the crop consists of small bulbs. Every
cultivator must have observed that the largest potatoes in the
hill are invariably near the surface of the ground.

* It is well known where excavations are made in construct
ing canals and rail roads, and the earth to any considerable
depth thrown upon the roots of large and healthy trees, it
causes their death within a year or two by placing their roots
below the influence of the air and warmth of the sun—the
same effect is produced and from the same cause, where timber
land is flooded by water.
[ Ct. Courant.
Milch Cows__ The American Farmer, in the course of a
long article on the treatment of cows, mentions the following
circumstance. It also strikes us as being worthy of the consi
deration of farmers, and those who keep Cows; “and let us re
mark, good water is an assential to good milch cows yielding
as good pasture. We had a cow last summer that yielded five
gallons of rich milk a day. She ran in a tolerable pasture,
but there was a stream of spring water running through it.—
The same cow, this summer, in much better pasture, does not
yield three gallons of milk. The reason of this fulling olF is,
that she is supplied with water, from a pump, occasionally
when her attendants conceives she wants it, which is the great
point. She also gets salt ‘as it happens.’ ”
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